WLMAGDX MAGNETIC SENSOR

Sentinel Radio Alarm Magnetic Sensor Instructions.
Used in models with WLDX Wireless Receivers
Before using the Magnetic Sensor, refer to the Sentinel operating manual for operating
procedures.
1. DESCRIPTION:
The Sentinel Magnetic Sensor, WLMAGDX, is a basic probe that detects changes in the
three dimensional space surrounding it. It is used to detect moving vehicles, among other
things. This sensor is designed for portable use with a Sentinel Radio Alarm.
When a ferrous metal object, such as an automobile, moves through the magnetic field of
the sensor, a change in the field is detected and a signal is sent to the magnetic sensor
processor. The signal is processed and when the magnetic variation is significant enough,
an alarm signal is sent via the wireless transmitter to the Sentinel Alarm. The Sentinel
Alarm is activated and sends out a voice message on the radio to monitoring personnel.
The probe will not detect ferrous metal if it is not moving.
To accommodate different applications, the sensitivity of the Magnetic Sensor is adjustable
with the Sensitivity Control on the Processor. The processor is in a small water resistant
case along with the wireless transmitter. The processor is active when the batteries are
installed. The wireless transmitter is turned on by sliding the paper switch so that the
battery contact is in the punched hole. The magnetic sensor is now active. It requires
about 30 seconds to stabilize and is then ready to use.

2. INSTALLATION:
PLACEMENT OF
MAGNETIC SENSOR
BEST - Center of Driveway
parallel to the flow of traffic. This
allows for the lowest possible
sensitivity setting and for vehicle
detection on a driveway up to 28
feet wide, +/- 14 feet from the
sensor.

Center of Road
For placement in road
bed, put sensor in a 2˝
or 3˝ dia. PVC pipe

BEST

To WLMAGDX Box

BETTER

GOOD

BETTER - Center of Driveway
crosswise to the flow of traffic.
GOOD - Edge of driveway
parallel to the flow of traffic.

Side of Road
Directions of
Maximum Sensitivity

Bury Sensor
6˝ to 8˝

Note: If dealing with ferrous metal gates, several surface tests must be performed before
the probe is buried. This is to make sure that there is no disturbance by gate movement.

2. INSTALLATION (Continued):
Bury the Sensor/Probe
Center of driveway
a) Can cover a driveway up to 28 feet wide.
b) Uses the lowest possible sensitivity setting.
c) If this is a permanent installation under pavement, place probe in 2” or 3” PVC pipe
that is sealed at one end.
i) Pipe should be pitched for drainage.
ii) Allows for retrieval of probe.
Along side of driveway
a) Bury probe 6”-8” deep at edge of driveway
b) Place Probe parallel to flow of traffic
Do Not Bury Sensor/Probe within:
• 5 ft. of high power cables or transformers
• 20 ft. of radio transmitters
• 24 ft. of residential traffic
• 36 ft. of highway traffic
• 100 ft. of moving trains
3. Adjusting the Sensitivity and Operation:
To access the magnetic sensor processor circuit board, to adjust the sensitivity, you must
open the magnetic sensor processor electronics case. This will expose all the internal
components, batteries, and the magnetic sensor processor. There is only one adjustment on
the processor. It is located near the top center of the circuit board. The white dial is adjusted
counter-clockwise for minimum sensitivity, clockwise for maximum sensitivity.
As a starting point, the Sensitivity Control is preset to mid-scale. Turn the Sentinel Ready
Switch to Ready, wait 30 seconds for system to stabilize. Drive test vehicle past the
Sensor/Probe. Alarm should be activated by the magnetic sensor. If not, increase the
sensitivity as required. The sensor detects travel in either direction.
To verify the set up process, operate the Sentinel in the TEST mode. You will be able to hear
your programmed messages as they are activated by the sensor.
By driving a vehicle past the sensor you can determine just how much sensitivity you need
to reliably activate the alarm. This is usually a two person job. One adjusts the sensitivity
while the other drives the vehicle. Once satisfied with the settings you can close the case.
Locate the magnetic sensor case away from the sensor/probe in a concealed location as
high as possible off the ground for maximum possible range.
For sensor programming and system operation refer to Sentinel Manual for Alarm Sensor
Programming and Sentinel Set up Procedures
4. Battery Usage and Replacement
The batteries are located inside the magnetic sensor case. The magnetic sensor operates
with two sets of batteries. A pair of nine volt batteries, Duracell MN1604 alkaline or for longer
operating time, 9 volt lithium cells, operate the magnetic sensor processor. They will last 6
to 12 months depending on usage. They are connected with battery clips. The wireless
transmitter operates with two 8 volt lithium coin cells, CR2032 or equivalent. These are good
for 3 years depending on how many transmissions the transmitter sends. The batteries are
located in the coin cell holder on the wireless transmitter.

5. Cable Length
The cable length of the standard wireless magnetic sensor is 125'. The cable can be cut to
a shorter length. The cable is attached to a terminal strip in the magnetic sensor case. It is
not advisable to splice the cable once it is cut so take that into consideration before cutting
the cable possibly too shore for future use.
6. Placement of Magnetic Processor / Alarm Transmitter
Due to the effects of radio energy emitted by the Sentinel Radio Transmitter, it is necessary
to keep the magnetic processor unit at least 20 feet from the Sentinel unit. This will eliminate
interference with the magnetic sensor processor.
The WLMAGDX is sensitive to strong radio frequency fields. A typical VHF handy talkie may
interfere with or trigger the sensor if operated within 20 feet of the WLMAGDX array
(magnetic sensor and the sensor processor case). Do not operate this system near high
power radio transmitters, i.e. AM broadcast stations or high power short wave (amateur)
radio stations.
7. Wireless Sensor Transmitter
The wireless transmitter uses a digital mode to send the alarm signal to the Sentinel. It
operates on common wireless alarm frequencies.
The range of the transmitter is Measured Range:
700 feet in open air, one quadrant;
500 feet minimum in open air (four quadrant test)
Wireless transmitter is derived from a Linear DXT31 transmitter. See information in Sentinel
Series 2200 manual for WLDWDX wireless transmitter programming.
The magnetic sensor is derived from Sure Action P500 probe and WP5B processor.
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8. Troubleshooting the Sentinel Magnetic Sensor:
1. Check batteries.
2. Wire a 1KΩ resistor between the Black lead and the Red lead.
3. Allow processor to set up for 1.5 – 2 minutes.
4. Take a DC voltage reading on each of the probe leads. Digital voltage readings are
positive in relation to negative of the battery.
i) Black to Neg. = 1.9 – 2.2 VDC
ii) Red to Neg. = 1.9 – 2.2 VDC
Both readings will be the same.
The initial reading will be the most accurate.
This reading will slowly drop as you take the reading.
DO NOT APPLY POWER TO RED AND BLACK PROBE LEADS AS THIS MAY RESULT
IN DAMAGE TO THE UNIT

WARRANTY/DISCLAIMER
Karas Technical Services’ products described in this data sheet are warranted to be free
from defect in material and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of shipment.
Within the one year warranty period we shall replace or repair such products which are
returned to us with shipping charges prepaid and which are determined by us to be
defective. This warranty does not apply to any product which has been subjected to misuse,
negligence or accident; or misapplied; or modified; or improperly installed.
The foregoing provisions are our sole obligation and exclude all other warranties or remedies, expressed or implied, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, whether or not purposes or specifications are described herein.
We further disclaim any responsibility whatever to the customer or to any person for injury
to person, or damage to or loss of property or value during any use of our products. Under
no circumstances shall the company be liable for any incidental, consequential or special
damages or losses or expenses in connection with the use of, or inability of use of our product for any purpose whatsoever.
Customer understands that a properly installed and maintained alarm may reduce the risk of
a burglary, robbery, or fire, but it is not insurance or a guarantee that such will not occur or
that there will be no personal injury or property loss as a result. Consequently, Karas
Technical Services shall have no liability for any personal injury, property damage or other
loss based on a claim that the product failed to give warning.
Warning: when installing and using these products, comply with the National Electrical Code
or any other applicable local safety codes. During installation, turn off power and take all
other necessary precautions to prevent injury, property loss and equipment damage. Do not
apply power until all wiring is completed.
Product Changes: We reserve the right to discontinue a particular product or make technical design changes at any time without notice.
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